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2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger Scholarship
Awarded to Palmer SICA Member
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger personally presented the Third
Annual Arnold Schwarzenegger Chiropractic Scholarship to Student Dr. Andrew
Scheiber, a student ICA member attending the Palmer College of Chiropractic in
Davenport, Iowa who also serves as SICA Chapter President at that institution.
This exciting presentation was made at the ICA’s 18th Annual Symposium on
Natural Fitness on March 6, 2010 in Columbus, Ohio. Accompanied by ICA
President Dr. John K. Maltby and also by special guest, Mr. Olympia Champion
Lee Haney, the scholarship award was presented to Student Dr. Schieber at the
podium during the Governor’s Saturday appearance and keynote speech to the
ICA Symposium attendees and guests.

Student Dr. Andrew Schieber, SICA Chapter
President at Palmer College, receives the 2010
Scholarship Award from Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger at the ICA Symposium on
Natural Fitness in Columbus, Ohio.

Governor Schwarzenegger personally awarded the scholarship to Student Dr.
Schieber, noting, “Outstanding excellence and achievement in your professional
studies deserves to be recognized and rewarded and you should be proud of
your accomplishment” ICA President Dr. Gary Walsemann also congratulated
Student Dr. Schieber, commenting that, “The process by which the winner of this
unique scholarship is determined is highly competitive and based on a written
essay submission. Yours was the unanimous choice of the entire panel.
Congratulations!”

The theme of the essay competition, “The Human Spine - A Structure Designed
to be in Motion,” was chosen to focus students’ attention on the relationship between healthy exercise and a healthy
spine. Candidates are encouraged to utilize the research record and their creativity to develop an original paper
that is reviewed by a panel reviewing blinded submissions to assure objectivity. The annual program of scholarship
awards range up to $2,500 depending on the number of winning applications submitted.
“The ICA Fitness Council is very excited about this special educational scholarship opportunity for SICA members,
both because it is a unique opportunity for our students and because it is another demonstration of Governor
Schwarzenegger’s commitment to chiropractic,” said Fitness Council president, Dr. Mattia. “ICA is very proud to
have such a special relationship with the world’s most famous chiropractic patient.”
The Arnold Schwarzenegger Scholarship program was first launched in 2007, and the Fourth Annual Arnold
Schwarzenegger Scholarship Essay Competition will be announced and begin accepting applications and essay
submissions in early 2011. Plans are underway for the scholarship award presentation to be made again with
Governor Schwarzenegger at the podium during the 19th Annual ICA Symposium on Natural Fitness, March 2011,
in Columbus, Ohio.
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